RAISING THE BAR
IN EDUCATION

Prepare classrooms for the future of teaching and learning with the Logitech Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini.

Build smart, simple, connected classrooms with the Logitech Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini. These all-in-one video collaboration solutions bring simplicity in setup and use, so that classes can be up and running quickly with minimal training. No dedicated computer or laptop required. With high-quality video and robust audio experiences, learning is equitable and accessible to all students regardless of location.

The Logitech Rally Bar family consists of three appliance-based products: Rally Bar, Rally Bar Mini and RoomMate for larger, custom rooms. Additional mic pods and accessories are available to build the perfect hybrid or HyFlex classroom, administrative office, or any room in between.

For more information contact your Education Specialist: EducationUS@logitech.com

RALLY BAR
Greater audio volume and clarity than any other video bar solution
- Optical zoom to reach much further into the classroom
- Best microphone array available in any video bar solution
- Multimonitor support
- Install ceiling microphones for better room coverage
- Cable management system for increased security and reliability
- Secondary camera provides an additional angle of the classroom
- RightSight framing technology enables everyone to be seen, not just the loudest speaker
- Free remote management, monitoring, and insights
- Variety of solutions designed for different classroom environments
- Mounting accessories for easier installation and ownership
- 2-year warranty
- Get every software update, even without an up-to-date support contract

RALLY BAR MINI
The best audio experience in smaller classrooms
- Best microphone array available in any video bar solution
- Multimonitor support
- Install ceiling microphones for better room coverage
- Cable management system for increased security and reliability
- Secondary camera provides an additional angle of the classroom
- RightSight framing technology enables everyone to be seen, not just the loudest speaker
- Free remote management, monitoring, and insights
- Variety of solutions designed for different classroom environments
- Mounting accessories for easier installation and ownership
- 2-year warranty
- Get every software update, even without an up-to-date support contract
Rally Bar delivers a powerful all-in-one video conferencing experience, featuring brilliant optics, automated PTZ, and high performance audio for midsize classrooms. With Rally Bar, video classes and lectures can be just as natural and productive as face-to-face collaboration.

### SIMPLE TO SET UP
- **USB Plug and Play**
  Easily connects to virtually any PC or Mac® with no additional software required
- **Appliance Mode**
  Built-in computer allows you to run supported video conferencing applications such as Zoom directly on the device
- **All-in-One Design**
  Sleek, minimal footprint expedites setup and reduces clutter

### SIMPLE TO USE
- **RightSense Technologies**
  - **RightSight**
    Detects classroom participants, automatically moves the lens and adjusts the zoom so no one is left out of the picture
  - **RightLight**
    Intelligently adjusts video settings in all light conditions so everyone always looks their best
  - **RightSound**
    AI-driven voice leveling and unwanted noise suppression deliver outstanding clarity

### SIMPLE TO MANAGE
- **Logitech Sync**
  Single platform to monitor each classroom's health and keep devices up to date
- **Deploy Updates at Scale**
  Easily propagate upgrades and bug fixes to Rally Bar and your other supported Logitech devices
- **Partner Dashboard Support**
  Fully integrated with partner solutions like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and others for a simplified device management experience

### AUDIO
- **Room-filling Sound**
  Large, ultra low distortion speakers with RightSound™ convey every word with outstanding clarity
- **Adaptive Beamforming Mic Array**
  Beamforming mics pick up voices at every seat and focus on the active talker while suppressing ambient noise
- **Expansion Ready**
  Add up to three Rally mic pods for even greater coverage in larger settings

### VIDEO
- **Ultra-HD Video**
  Brillantly sharp video, outstanding color, and exceptional optical accuracy at resolutions up to 4K
- **Expansive Room Coverage**
  Motorized lens covers rooms 130° across by 80° high, with lossless image quality up to 5X optical zoom
- **Cinema Quality**
  Logitech RightLight™ technology with WDR captures natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or backlit conditions

### AI VIEWFINDER
- **Framed to Perfection**
  A second built-in camera lens has the ability to detect classroom participants, amplifying RightSight autoframing
- **See Everyone Clearly**
  All classroom participants, even late arrivals, are automatically seen and included
- **Move About Freely**
  AI Viewfinder uses scene awareness to keep the camera on the action
Simplicity meets versatility with Rally Bar Mini, Logitech’s most advanced all-in-one video bar for small classrooms. With studio-quality audio and video, AI-driven performance, and flexible deployment options, Rally Bar Mini sets a new standard for small classroom collaboration.

**SIMPLE TO SET UP**
- **USB Plug and Play**
  Easily connects to virtually any PC or Mac®, with no additional software required
- **Appliance Mode**
  Built-in computer allows you to run supported video conferencing applications such as Zoom directly on the device
- **All-in-One Design**
  Sleek, minimal footprint expedites setup and reduces clutter

**SIMPLE TO USE**
- **RightSense Technologies**
- **RightSight**
  Detects meeting participants, automatically moves the lens and adjusts the zoom so no one is left out of the picture
- **RightLight**
  Intelligently adjusts video settings in all light conditions so everyone always looks their best
- **RightSound**
  AI-driven voice leveling and unwanted noise suppression deliver outstanding clarity

**SIMPLE TO MANAGE**
- **Logitech Sync**
  Single platform to monitor every classroom’s health and keep devices up to date
- **Deploy Updates at Scale**
  Easily propagate upgrades and bug fixes to Rally Bar and your other supported Logitech devices
- **Partner Dashboard Support**
  Fully integrated with partner solutions like Microsoft Teams, Zoom, and others for a simplified device management experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUDIO</th>
<th>VIDEO</th>
<th>AI VIEWFINDER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Room-filling Sound**
Ultra low distortion speakers with RightSound convey every word with outstanding clarity | **Ultra-HD Video**
Brilliantly sharp video, outstanding color, and exceptional optical accuracy at resolutions up to 4K | **Framed to Perfection**
A second built-in camera lens has the ability to detect classroom participants, amplifying RightSight autoframing |
| **Adaptive Beamforming Mic Array**
Beamforming mics pick up voices at every seat and focus on the active talker while suppressing ambient noise | **Expansive Room Coverage**
Mechanical pan and tilt covers rooms 163° across by 110° high, with exceptional image quality | **See Everyone Clearly**
All classroom participants, even late arrivals, are automatically seen and included |
| **Expansion Ready**
Add up to two Rally mic pods for greater coverage in larger classrooms or lecture halls | **Cinema Quality**
Logitech RightLight technology captures natural-looking skin tones, even in dim or backlit conditions | **Move About Freely**
AI Viewfinder uses scene awareness to keep the camera on the action |
THE SMARTEST IN THE ROOM

Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini keep the focus on what matters with Al Viewfinder, which uses scene awareness to optimize RightSight auto-framing and camera control

A MORE RELIABLE AUTO-FRAMING METHOD

While audio-driven camera auto-framing technology gets hung up on the loudest speaker in the classroom, the Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini use a variety of methods to make sure that the camera focuses on what it should.

- Al-driven Insights can even help teachers take roll with Al Viewfinder’s people count function.
- Using human perception, Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini adapt to classroom conditions.
- Rally Bar and Rally Bar Mini pan, tilt, and zoom to automatically keep the camera on the action.

CRAFT THE PERFECT EDUCATION SPACE WITH RALLY BAR + RALLY BAR MINI ACCESSORIES

TV Mount for Video Bars
Securely mount Rally Bar or Rally Bar Mini above or below a TV or monitor.

Wall Mount for Video Bars
Neatly and confidently secure Rally Bar or Rally Bar Mini on the wall for minimal footprint.

Rally Mic Pod in Graphite
Expand audio coverage and provide convenient access to mute controls.

Rally Mic Pod in White
Expand audio coverage and provide convenient access to mute controls.

Rally Mic Pod Extension Cable
Easily connect mic pods to Rally Bar or Rally Bar Mini with up to two 10m extension cables.

Rally Mic Pod Mount in Graphite and White
Hide cables and anchor mics on the table or ceiling for a clean, finished look.

Logitech Tap Controller
Deploy with Tap for easy one-touch to join.

Rally Mic Pod Hub
Customize microphone placement for your classroom configuration.
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